
Returning home from the Pack 678 Family Campout I have found myself to be a little 
emotional about the scenario we faced.  So that I do not totally embarrass myself 
somebody else is going to read this to you. 
 
First and foremost, I am very proud of Tommy.  What a trooper this young boy is!  After 
being cleared by the emergency room, Tommy returned to enjoy the balance of the 
campout and had a great time.   
 
I am proud of Kevin, Pauline, and all the other Scout leaders and parents that were 
present at the campout.  Ross did a great job of alerting Pauline and other adults that 
we had a problem.  We are all committed to learn from this event and to do our best to 
make sure such an event does not happen again.  Trust me, Friday night nobody slept 
much and a whole lot of mental time was spent addressing how in the heck did this 
happen and how do we make sure it does not happen again.  I would like to thank 
Kevin and Pauline because I know they bring this level of leadership commitment to 
Pack 678. 
 
Most of my time as a Scout Leader is spent with my older son, Mason, who holds the 
rank of Star in Troop 2322.  My wife Denise has taken on the primary role of Akela for 
our son Noah, a Wolf here with Pack 678.  I am called upon to handle the camping part 
for our Cub and I love the time Noah and I spend camping.  My confession is that I 
probably showed up for the event as more of a parent taking their Cub on a Pack 
campout as opposed to a trained Scout leader.  I was a den leader here at 678, I wear 
the trained patch on my uniform sleeve, and whether I am showing up to assist with a 
group of Boy Scouts or Cub Scouts I will be there in the future as a Scout Leader and 
play my part in keeping our Scouts safe. 
 
Camp Mohawk is a bit tricky as an overnight park.  You can tell the Brazoria County 
Parks Department works hard to make the park beautiful and safe.  Many 
improvements have been made to the overnight camping area including the welcomed 
addition of a restroom.  However, the steep banks make the ingress and egress from 
the water very difficult.  The park had even installed a system of poles and chains in 
this particular ravine area to assist with negotiating the steep bank.  Unfortunately, this 
same system invited the Cubs to the water’s edge.  Particularly for the younger Scouts, 
there may be a better park facility to consider for a future Pack campout. 
 
Lastly, I would like to say that Noah and I had a great time at the campout.  I enjoyed 
the company of all the other adults, Cub Scouts, families, and siblings.  The food was 
great, the weather cooperated, and my new buddy Tommy is safe. 
 
I look forward to being with you on the next campout! 
 
Yours in Scouting, 
 
Russell Rau   


